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WE ASK YOU TO MASK
FOR THE HEALTH OF OUR COMMUNITY

**DO** wear your mask up to the top of your nose and under your chin, snug and without gaps.

**DON’T** wear your mask below your nose.

**DON’T** wear your mask low on your nose.

**DON’T** leave your chin exposed.

**DON’T** wear your mask under your chin.

**DON’T** let your mask hang loosely with gaps around your face.

Howard Brown Health provides COVID-19 testing across Chicago through our clinics and a mobile unit. Learn more at howardbrown.org/covid19
Business lawyer/progressive activist Coco Soodek talks about how people can get politically involved in the battleground state of Michigan.
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Brad Lippitz Group
773.404.1144
brad@bradlippitz.com
bradlippitz.com
3523 N. Broadway

Brad Lippitz has supported and contributed more to LGBTQ causes and candidates over the years than any other real estate broker in the City of Chicago. And Brad’s team happens to be in the top 10 in all Chicago with $800 million sold in 2019. If you need to choose a real estate broker, why wouldn’t you choose a community leader who consistently gives back year after year? Brad and his team look forward to working with you!
PASSAGES

Sandy Potoglou

Sandy Potoglou (Stathoula Dimitria Potoglou), aka “Holly,” left this world Aug. 27. She was 54.

An obituary sent to Windy City Times stated the cause of death as “the Republican National Convention.”

Sandy (who was born Feb. 7, 1966) was active in the LGBTQ community since she attended York Community High School in Elmhurst, Illinois. She was best known for her free-spirited positivity and welcoming charm, which many people cherished. She was a beloved fixture in Chicago’s Boystown and LGBTQ social events for more than 30 years. She will be dearly missed by everyone who knew and loved her.

She was best known for her free-spirited positivity and welcoming charm, which many people cherished. She was a beloved fixture in Chicago’s Boystown and LGBTQ social events for more than 30 years. She will be dearly missed by everyone who knew and loved her.
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She earned a bachelor’s degree in geography from the University of Illinois. She enjoyed her career working in the travel industry and was employed long-term at American and United Airlines. She was working at American Airlines on 9/11 and often reflected how working at the airlines was never the same after that day.

Sandy traveled the world and visited such places as Japan, Ireland and Amsterdam. Her absolutely favorite destination was her beloved Greek Islands, where she met with relatives and took pride celebrating her Greek heritage.

She was known for her great love of showtunes. Although she was not blessed with a singing voice, she could belt out any showtune, tell you the musical it was from and who performed it.

She carried that love into volunteer work as an usher for the Chicago Civic Opera.

One of Sandy’s favorite games was “Who Am I?” She always picked somebody you couldn’t get. She was hard to play that game against because one would expect her to pick some Golden Age-era movie starlet, which she often did, but then suddenly she would diverge to the weirdest thing, like the president of the AFL-CIO, for the win. Sandy had a wealth of knowledge that was never flaunted or used to demean another.

She is survived by her brother, Bill Potoglou; her nephew, Cousin Paulette; her former partner, Christy Beck; and many dear friends.

Sandy was fortunate to live life and leave it, on her terms. Many hearts were broken upon her passing, but she left us all with a bank of incomparable memories and the certain knowledge that we were loved by Sandy for exactly who we are. She would have appreciated any donation to the Human Rights Campaign Fund or any LGBTQ organization. Be sure to toast to her at your next get-together or dedicate a showtune to Sandy at Sidetrack.

Chicago House moves central hub

Chicago House—founded in September 1985 as an organization committed to providing a home to individuals dying of HIV—has relocated its central hub to the South Loop, at 2229 S. Michigan Ave., Ste. 304.

The central hub includes the organization’s administrative offices, the TransLife Care program and employment services.

Meanwhile, Chicago House’s scattered-site housing as well as its HIV outreach and prevention teams have relocated to St. Bernard’s Hospital, 326 W. 64th St.

This fall will bring several opportunities to engage with Chicago House, including a virtual conversation series about race, housing and segregation; and the AIDS Run & Walk community fundraiser.

See ChicagoHouse.org.

WERQ! LGBTQ Job Fair now online Sept. 17-18

Center on Halsted and Brave Space Alliance will hold the annual WERQ! LGBTQ Job Fair on Friday, Sept. 17-18, at the Center. Sessions will be 10 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Last year, more than 50 major corporations, small businesses, government agencies and nonprofits participated. More than 200 job-seekers were in attendance, ranging from entry-level, to those wanting change and/or advancement, and some looking for a second career.

Based on considerations of safety for exhibitors, participants, staff and volunteers, WERQ! has been moved online to the Zoom virtual platform.

Exhibitors will have access to a Zoom Breakout Room for sessions. The number of available Break-out Rooms each day is limited and will be assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis. Exhibitors will have the opportunity to educate job seekers about their businesses, collect resumes, schedule interviews and recruit employee candidates.

See https://www.centeronhalsted.org/werq-job-fair.html.
Gay philanthropist
Henry van Ameringen dies

Henry van Ameringen, a major donor to LGBTQ+ and HIV organizations, died Sept. 9. He was 90, according to a Plus magazine item.

Lambda Legal CEO Kevin Jennings said in a statement that Windy City Times obtained, “Henry van Ameringen was a thoughtful and indefatigable supporter of and advocate for full equality civil rights for LGBT people and everyone living with HIV. He was justly celebrated and will be long remembered as one of the greatest philanthropists our community, New York City, and our nation has ever seen.

“Quite simply, our movement would not be where it is today if not for Henry van Ameringen: There has been no major advance in the fight for justice for LGBT people and everyone living with HIV in which his philanthropy did not play a role.”

Besides Lambda Legal, van Ameringen also donated to Gay Men’s Health Crisis, New York City Anti-Violence Project, National Center for Transgender Equality, Ali Forney Center, Griot Circle, Movement Advancement Project (MAP) and New York’s LGBT Community Center, Plus added. He was also a funder of In the Life Media, which produced In the Life, a PBS series on LGBTQ+ people and issues.

Chris Cormier Maggiano—MAP’s board chair as well as a longtime friend and advisor to van Ameringen—said in a separate statement, “As one of the first gay major donors, Henry gave at a level and in a way that made him a giant in philanthropy, but he did so with a humility that is rare and telling.

“Henry’s true legacy is not just the hundreds of millions of resources that he gave away throughout his life, but also the way he took care of his community — and the inclusive way that he defined it.”

Truth Wins Out Executive Director Wayne Besen also issued a release about van Ameringen. In part, it read, “He was our superhero and the organization would not exist without his support. I love this man, who was an indispensable donor for LGBTQ causes and incredible human being with giant heart.”

Gay City News reported that van Ameringen is survived by his spouse, T. Eric Galloway, as well as six nieces and nephews. Donations in his name can be made to Fountain House (FountainHouse.org), a New York City mental health services organization, or Lambda Legal (LambdaLegal.org).

Midwest LGBTQ Health Symposium going virtual Sept. 16-17

The Midwest LGBTQ Health Symposium 2020—with its theme, “Being Healthy is a Radical Act”—will be going virtual Sept. 16-17.

The symposium (presented by Howard Brown Health’s Center for Education, Research and Advocacy) brings together healthcare professionals, educators, researchers and advocates from across the country to disseminate evidence-based practices and engage in discussion around issues relating to the health of the LGBTQ+ community.

Confirmed keynote speakers include:
—National Center for Lesbian Rights Executive Director Imani Rupert-Gordon, BS, MSW, who previously led Chicago’s Affinity Community Services;
—Equality Florida Central Florida Development Officer and Media Relations Manager Brandon Wolf, a nationally recognized advocate for LGBTQ issues and gun-violence prevention;
—PleasePrePMe Director/Founder Shannon Weber, MSW, who is a founding task force member for Prevention Access Campaign, responsible for the Undetectable=Untransmittable movement worldwide.

The Midwest LGBTQ Health Symposium began in 2015 to address the lack of LGBTQ-focused curriculum in medical education and public health curriculum.

See HowardBrown.org/event/2020-midwest-lgbtq-health-symposium/.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg exhibit extended

The Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center has extended the run of its exhibit “Notorious RBG: The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg” through Sunday, Jan. 3, 2021.

Based on the New York Times best-selling book and Tumblr page of the same name, Notorious RBG: The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg is the first-ever museum exhibition focused solely on the U.S. Supreme Court justice.

Briefs and other writings by RBG, including some of her famously searing dissents, are woven throughout the exhibit. In keeping with the spirit of Carmon and Knizhnik’s book, the exhibition riffs off the playful connection between Notorious RBG and rapper Notorious B.I.G. The name of each gallery section alludes to a song or lyric from the late hip-hop artist.

There are also virtual group tours available.

Museum admission is free-$15/per person, depending on age. General-admission entry at the museum is Wednesdays through Sundays at 10 a.m.-4 p.m. (The museum closes at 5 p.m.)

See ILHolocaustMuseum.org/rbg.

Your participation matters.

Questions about the 2020 Census? We have answers. Text us your questions to 987987.

Complete your census form online: my2020Census.gov

@windycitytimes
Computer programmer/Chi-Town Squares member Bill Klein passes away

BY CARRIE MAXWELL

Longtime Chi-Town Squares member and COBOL computer programmer William “Bill” Michael Klein died Sept. 5 due to health complications after he fell down in his home a few days prior. He was 70.

Klein was born May 4, 1950, in Evanston and graduated from New Trier High School in 1968. He received his bachelor’s degree in linguistics from Indiana University and master’s degree in dance education from Northwestern University.

In 1998, Klein moved to Wilmette, where he was living at the time of his death. Klein previously resided in San Francisco and London for a number of years during the ’80s and ’90s.

Klein worked for several companies throughout his career, including his last job as a COBOL and mainframe issues senior consultant for Micro Focus until he went on medical leave and then long-term disability due to vision issues. His declining vision resulted in him only at times being able to discern between light and dark spaces.

This did not stop Klein from his online COBOL community participation, which he did until his death. Klein’s loss of vision spurred his involvement with the Village of Wilmette Commission for Persons with Disabilities, where he pushed for greater accessibility accommodations for all disabled people.

When Klein was not working, he was a very active member of Chicago’s LGBTQ square dancing club Chi-Town Squares. He joined the club immediately upon returning to the Chicago area in 1998 and stayed active with the group in various capacities for the next 20 years.

Klein was one of the top C6 (challenge level) square dancers in the United States. He was known for his expertise on the dance floor and taught many square dancers no matter their dance level.

Additionally, Klein was instrumental in the creation of Western Star Dancers, in San Francisco, and taught the group’s first two mainstream (entry-level) dance classes. Klein introduced modern Western square dance to the LGBTQ community in San Francisco.

Klein was also featured in chapter six of the book Ten Years IAGSDC: A Collection of Pages From Our Memory Book. The International Association of Gay Square Dance Clubs (IAGSDC) history project wiki website has created a page in honor of his life with quotes of remembrance from fellow members. The site also mentions that Klein got 10-year and 20-year medallions at their annual conventions to commemorate the number of years of his involvement with the association.

Among the many other things Klein loved were musicals, reading science fiction and fantasy novels, using white zinfandel to make macaroni and cheese and taking naps. According to family members, Klein made the world’s best scrambled eggs.

Klein was preceded in death by his parents William Henny Klein and Ruth (Goldman) Klein as well as his sisters Lori Adamek and Barbara Klein. He is survived by his nephew Donald Adamek, his wife Heidi and their daughter Jennifer; his niece, Elizabeth (Don) Adamek Ayres; and countless chosen family members and friends.

“He was especially close to his sister Barbara,” said Donald Adamek. “The two of them spoke on the phone at least once a day, no matter what else was going on in their lives. Barbara nominally lived in Tucson, but it seemed like she was in Wilmette to be with Bill more often than not, and when she was in Arizona, Bill would often go to visit her.

“Bill was a brilliant man with a passion for genealogy, and this led him to trace our family tree back for at least nine generations. He also loved square dancing, music theater and computers. Bill’s dry wit is something everyone who knew him will miss. We will miss having this human anthropology in our lives tremendously.”

“Bill was passionate about square dancing for a long time, achieving the highest levels in the late 1970s and early 1980s here in Chicago, and was integral in the formation of one of the first LGBTQ clubs in San Francisco,” said longtime friend and Chi-Town Squares Secretary Bob Siegel. “Despite his many ailments including a nearly complete loss of vision, he kept dancing as long as his health allowed, and continued to work as a COBOL programmer.

“Bill was instrumental in getting his late sister Barb involved with square dancing, both in Tucson where she lived, and with Chi-Town Squares. Just last month Bill arranged her interim ceremony, welcoming people to his home afterwards. He also supported the local theater group Music Theater Works, and organized groups to see shows. I will miss him dearly.”

“Bill was a unique blend of practical and theoretical in all parts of his life, including dance,” said Chi-Town Squares member and longtime friend Phil Davis. “He was an odd mix of ‘what is’ and ‘what could be’ that always left you with a better understanding of all the factors that made him tick.”

“Bill’s generosity of his time was amazing,” said Chi-Town Squares member and longtime friend Michael Malenfort. “He designed square dance flash cards used by many, many people including me. In other square dance activities, he was an active member of the Definitions Committee (of which I was vice-chair), and his contributions were often quite insightful. His determination to do things the ‘right’ way was always impressive—something that strongly affected how he taught square dancing. Those who learned with Bill learned square dancing thoroughly.”

“Bill was the first high-level challenge square dancer I met while taking square dance lessons in 1977 with the Fascinatin’ Singles square dance club of Wilmette, a club he helped found” said Chi-Town Squares member and good friend Barb Jarvis. “He was an ‘angel’ (experienced dancer) who supported us. Not only was Bill instrumental later in launching gay square dancing in San Francisco, he executed a huge boost to the Chicago scene when, in 1988, Bill recommended that my now late husband, Lindle ‘Lin’ Jarvis, be named instructor for the newly-formed Chi-Town Squares.”

“From Bill’s earlier time on the North Shore, he had danced to this prominent teacher-caller even swaying his parents to take lessons from Lin. As Bill lost his eyesight, he danced admirably for a long time due to his remarkable mental imaging ability (seeing within one’s mind where dancers are positioned). Upon his return to Wilmette, Bill drilled higher-level dancers, including his sister Barbara, whom I met at a local square dance. This led to a strong friendship that lasted until her passing in May, I now mourn both losses.”

“Bill was a marvel of persistence,” said Chi-Town Squares member and longtime friend Rick Simkin. “Once he had his mind set on a project, he saw it through to the end. I once saw a paper he wrote about an expansive new version of COBOL—his commentary ran to 75 pages. He reviewed a 200-page dictionary of square dance calls, and had something to say on almost every page. After his sister got started in square dancing, he helped her advance by setting up a plan of instruction, collecting a group to dance with her (since a square needs eight people to dance together), and running the practice sessions.”

A joint celebration in honor of Bill and Barbara Klein will be held in Wilmette at a later date due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The family has asked that donations be made to St. Augustine’s Episcopal Church in Wilmette (staschurch.org), Chi-Town Squares (ChiTownSquares.org) and/or Music Theater Works (MusicTheaterWorks.com) in his memory.

Bill Klein.
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Submissions sought for Lambda Literary Awards

Submissions are now being sought for the 33rd Annual Lambda Literary Awards, which honors the best of LGBTQ+ literature.

Due to COVID-19, the organization has implemented an entirely digital submission process using Submittable.

Submissions are judged principally on literary merit and content relevant to LGBTQ lives. Specific guidelines must be met for each award category.

There have been two developments regarding categories. Given the significant increase in the number of LGBTQ books for younger readers, Lambda Literary split the LGBTQ Children’s/ YA category into two categories: LGBTQ Children’s/Middle Grade and LGBTQ Young Adult.

Also, the organization expanded the mystery category to include bi, trans and queer books by creating a single LGBTQ Mystery category.

Submitted books must be published between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 2020. The book must also be distributed (i.e., available in bookstores or online) in the United States during 2020. Self-published books are eligible—but books available only in ebook format are not eligible.

All the guidelines are at LambdaLiterary.org/guidelines-categories/.

The deadline to submit is Monday, Nov. 16. Submit items at LambdaLiteraryawards.submittable.com/submit.

Pritzker launches emergency rental assistance program

Illinois Gov. JB Pritzker and the Illinois Housing Development Authority (IHDA) announced that applications for rental assistance are now available for renters who have lost a job or income due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Through the Emergency Rental Assistance Program, IHDA will allocate $150 million to help income-eligible residents across the state pay their rent during this national emergency. Following the application period for rental assistance, IHDA will open applications for Emergency Mortgage Assistance, providing $150 million to homeowners impacted by COVID-19.

Taken together, these programs are the largest emergency housing assistance programs in the nation and will help approximately 40,000 households before the end of 2020.

To apply, visit era.ihda.org.
Gerber/Hart informs people of future plans

BY MATT SIMONETTE

Gerber/Hart Library and Archives, 6500 N. Clark St., hosted several relatively informal, socially distanced gatherings the weekend of Sept. 12-13 to let community supporters know about its plans for the next few years.

The various sessions—which consisted of a tour of both the archives and Gerber/Hart’s new exhibit highlighting ‘90s activism, as well as updates from organization officials—were held instead of the archive’s annual fundraising gala that usually occurs each September.

A key goal on the organization’s radar is a move to a larger home from its current location in Howard Brown Health’s Rogers Park facility, according to Director Wil Brant. Gerber/Hart is running out of room and would like a new space that is about 7,500-10,000 square feet. The expanded space would primarily be for special collections.

“We want our collections to better reflect the community that we serve,” he added.

Gerber/Hart was closed to the public for about three months when the COVID-19 shutdown took hold. Brant said that staff used the time to continue digitizing collections. While finances have been a struggle, he added, Gerber/Hart expects it should come close to staying within its budget this year.

“We’re operating cautiously and tightening our belts,” he said.

Co-curator Veronica Rodriguez also introduced Gerber Hart’s new exhibit, “Q: Activism in the Margins,” which focuses on the ‘90s, an era whose memory is often dwarfed in LGBTQ histories by discussions of the ‘80s AIDS crisis, or the push for marriage equality in the early 21st century.

The exhibit looks at the rise of activist groups such as Queer Nation and the Pink Avengers, as well as the evolving depiction of the LGBTQ community in the era’s popular culture, among other facets.

A central theme in planning the exhibit was how the use of the word “queer” evolved in the ‘90s, Rodriguez noted. Long a pejorative term, it changed a great deal in the context of the era’s activism, as the LGBTQ community at the time began embracing it “and not apologizing for who we are,” she added.

An anonymous donor has pledged a $10,000 matching grant for a relocation fund; the fundraising drive for the match lasts through the end of September. The organization “would be in a new home with the next two to four years,” said Board President John D’Emilio.

Howard Brown breaks ground on new Broadway Youth Center location

BY MATT SIMONETTE

Officials from the Howard Brown Health organization, public officials and community supporters gathered in Uptown Sept. 10 to break ground on a new Broadway Youth Center location.

Projected for a 2021 opening, the five-story facility, at 1053 W. Irving Park Rd., will be about 20,000 square feet, said Howard Brown Health CEO and President David Munar, who moderated the event. He called the occasion a “crossroads in Howard Brown’s history.”

Broadway Youth Center (BYC)—which is operated by Howard Brown Health and mainly assists unstably housed LGBTQ youth—has spent years looking for a permanent home. After launching in Lake View, it encountered opposition from local residents in various locations, ultimately settling in its current location at 4009 N. Broadway in 2014.

Howard Brown attempted a few years back to combine BYC facilities with its primary Sheridan road location, but the logistics there also did not pan out. Munar said the new location has been in development for about four years, and would include primary-health services, among other features.

Illinois state Rep. Yoni Pizer discussed efforts by state officials to assist in the funding for the new facility, calling the organization “a beacon for people throughout the Chicagoland area and beyond.” State Sen. Sara Feigenholtz also delivered remarks, especially praising Ald. James Cappleman’s advocacy for the project.

Robert Garofalo, MD, one of BYC’s co-founders, also delivered remarks, paying tribute to many colleagues who helped bring the agency to eventual fruition, along with Howard Brown Health Board Chair Mario Treto Jr.

“It’s not really the money that’s building this project—it’s the years of tenacity of the youth who have cycled through what will be this building and its other iterations,” said House Majority Leader and state Rep. Greg Harris.

BYC Director Latonya Maley explained that BYC was powered by “magic” inherent in its staff, who continue to make the facility relevant for its constituency. She introduced some of BYC’s peer advocates, a few of whom were at one time clients of the agency.

“I used to be a participant here back in ‘08 and ‘09,” said Monica Brown, BYC’s TGNC youth intervention specialist. “Getting a job with BYC is something I always wanted to do. Bringing up folks who are part of our community is something I’ve always wanted to be a part of.”
Out Illinois State coach dives into new position

BY ROSS FORMAN

Logan Pearsall, an accomplished college diver who has since transitioned into master’s level diving, was competing at the 2017 FINA World Masters Championships in Budapest, Hungary. He was doing a challenging inward dive from a one-meter platform and admittedly “had been not doing it very well in warm-ups.”

A diver from Italy and Pearsall were tied going into the last round and the Italian did his last dive very well, but it was a lower degree of difficulty. “The thought in my head was ‘You’re either going to hit the dive or hit the board trying,’” Pearsall said.

“I did the dive for 7.5/8s. which is really good and ended up beating him by just over one point. I looked over at him and he was completely in shock while I was extremely excited.”

Pearsall knows all about hard work. His diving career that included stops at three different colleges. And now he’s also transitioned into a diving coach. A Pennsylvania native who graduated from Clarion University in 2010, he spent the past six years at Colorado Mesa University.

He accepted the diving coach job at Illinois State University (ISU) this summer and started leading the Redbirds in Normal on Aug. 20.

“My diving career has been an exciting one, that’s for sure,” said Pearsall, now 32 and living in Bloomington. “At Clarion, I was fortunate to win four NCAA titles while breaking the three-meter NCAA record twice. Since college, I have won 41 masters national titles. Diving has taken me all over the world and I am certainly fortunate for that. I have been able to become friends with people in so many different countries that I still talk to and stay connected with on social media, etc. It has been an incredible journey.

“I’m really excited for this opportunity to move into [NCAA] Division I with a coaching staff that is so absolutely supportive of diving and seeing it succeed. I really think with good coaching and recruiting, we have a gem in the making.”

Pearsall said the two emotions that have been most prevalent since switching to ISU are excitement and fear. “I am very excited to move from DII to D1 and prove myself and I know that I am capable of turning the program into one of the top in the Missouri Valley Conference and one that student-athletes are consistently looking at, but [also] the fear [that] always lingers in the back of one’s mind. The ‘what if’ factor. I think that emotion is quickly being defeated each day that I am here with the coaching staff pushing me and the divers to be our best.

“My goals are to grow the team into a family, recruit top level athletes who can win [conference] championships and qualify for zones. Another goal of mine is to eventually have athletes regularly heading to the NCAA D1 National Championships.”

He’s proud to represent the LGBTQ+ community through sports.

“I think people seeing strong active leaders in athletics while being LGBT is helpful when they’re either considering coming-out or looking for guidance,” Pearsall said. “Being a voice in a community such as athletics as an LGBT individual has been rewarding in many aspects. I think it redefines what a leader looks like or means. I look forward to representing and contributing to the local community.”

Pearsall was pushed to apply at ISU by his former swim coach at Colorado Mesa—and a perfect fit to move into the top-tiered Division I coaching ranks.

“I am very excited for a new beginning in Illinois and to close on my new house here. I have been a few times and have enjoyed getting to know my way around the state and the Bloomington/Normal area,” said Pearsall, who has never, yet, been to Chicago. But that certainly will change soon as he has friends here and will be recruiting in the Chicago metro area, too.

“I am excited about getting to see all the things that make Chicago so amazing and why so many people love it,” he said.

Pearsall’s stint at Colorado Mesa included coaching his first NCAA National Champion and record-holder. He also led 34 All-Americans and 13 honorable mention All-Americans, “so I will always think of those athletes and the hard-work it took for them to get there.”

Pearsall knows all about hard work. His diving career has been record-setting. The three favorite moments from his diving career are:

—“Hitting the water on my final dive at my first NCAA Championship, looking over to my coach [who was] jumping up and down, and then realizing I had just won my first NCAA National Championship.”

—Being inducted into the Clarion University Sports Hall of Fame in 2019, with more than 50 family and friends present to support him.

—“After losing my final NCAA event by less than three points, which isn’t very much in diving, I went up to the diver who had won and waited a bit while he celebrated to make sure that I personally got to congratulate him.

“My father who, bless his heart, has learned so much about the LGBT community over the last 15 years, came up to me and kissed me on the forehead and told me how proud of me he was, not only for taking the runner-up spot, but for being a man with pride but showing sportsmanship after defeat.”

But is it scary to dive?

“I usually [try] to get my nerves out in warm-ups, but I habitually would get nervous for [select, challenging] dives,” he said.

“When I started masters, I had just taken a year off from diving after college and I was certain that I was done and retired. I had met a few masters divers at a club meet in Connecticut while I was coaching and they did some convincing. After that, I started with one meet and dove as well, if not better, than my final meet in college, so I then went to master’s nationals in 2014. Since then, I have been hooked and could not imagine not having my masters diving family. It is a family you only see a few times a year, but you’re just so happy to see them and have a great time. We are able to stay in touch during the year and it truly is like having an extended family.”

Pearsall said he still has two diving goals: “To compete at the USA Diving Senior Nationals one more time and stay doing masters diving for as long as possible while staying healthy and in love with the sport.”

Logan Pearsall.
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Windy City Times moves
to digital-only format

Windy City Times, Chicago's only LGBTQ newspaper, is moving to a digital-only format starting in October. The Sept. 30, 2020 edition, which marks the paper's 35th anniversary, will be its last regular free-standing print issue. The website WindyCityTimes.com will continue to be updated.

Windy City Times was founded in September 1985 by Jeff McCourt, Bob Bearden, Drew Badanish and Tracy Baim. Baim was the managing editor. In 1987 she left to found Outlines newspaper. Over the years, Outlines also launched Nightlines, BLACKlines, En La Vida and other LGBTQ media. In 2000, Baim purchased Windy City Times back from McCourt and she became publisher.

Baim, who is majority owner of WCT, joined the Chicago Reader as publisher in 2018. Her longtime staff took over WCT, including Publisher Terri Klinsky, Executive Editor Andrew Davis, Managing Editor Matt Simonette, Art Director Kirk Williamson, Director of New Media Jean Albright and Ripley Caine, bookkeeper.

"I am very sad to see the print edition go away," said Baim. "Our staff, freelancers and drivers have given so much to Windy City Times over the years. I thank the team for really working hard to sustain WCT. Hundreds of people worked at and supported this company through so many difficult times. Windy City Times is not closing, but losing the print paper is painful. We know many people prefer the print model, but the economics are just not sustainable."

Windy City Times, which is among only about two dozen weekly or biweekly LGBTQ newspapers left in the United States, has tried to hold on to print during the decline in advertising and support of newspapers in recent years, but COVID-19 and its impact on the paper's core entertainment advertisers meant continuing a print paper was not tenable. The Windy City Times' digital footprint includes an average of 125,000 unique monthly visitors to its website, plus nearly 40,000 followers on social media.

As part of its 35th anniversary, the Sept. 30 final print edition will be a special collector's edition with a look back at 35 years. Windy City Times will also be putting out a book of covers of WCT and its related LGBTQ newspapers. See WindyCityTimes.com for details soon. Windy City Times will be inducted into the Chicago LGBT Hall of Fame in October.

Several staff will be furloughed as the company seeks additional resources in its pivot to digital. The website, www.windycitytimes.com, will continue. It hosts hundreds of thousands of articles and photos going back to the mid-1990s. Donations are being accepted at http://www.windycitytimesmediagroup.com/donate.php.

To advertise in the final print edition, contact advertising@windycitytimesmediagroup.com or call 773-871-7610 ext. 101.

Quigley, Demings introduce blood-donation bias measure

U.S. Reps. Mike Quigley (IL-05), who serves as Vice Chair of the LGBT Equality Caucus, and Val Demings (FL-10) introduced the Science in Blood Donation Act of 2020, which would require the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to revise its blood donation guidance.

The legislation would specifically require the FDA to update its guidance on Reducing the Risk of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Transmission (HIV) by Blood and Blood Products based on an assessment of current testing accuracy and individual risk-based analysis.

It would also require the FDA to revise the donor questionnaire based on an individual risk assessment of sexual behaviors upon which all donors are evaluated equally, without regard to sexual orientation or gender identity.

Quigley said in a statement, “Over the course of many years, we have made significant progress in rolling back an indefinite ban on blood donations from MSM [men who have sex with men], to a 12-month deferral to the current three-month deferral. This is still not enough.”

“This policy is based on fear, stigma and prejudice—not science,” Demings said. “Expanding the donor pool by hundreds of thousands of healthy Americans would save lives every day in emergency rooms and hospitals around the country.”

TAWANI Foundation’s donations reach $1.8M

In response to the current health crisis, the TAWANI Foundation, TAWANI Enterprises’ philanthropic organization, has donated $1.8 million so far to various organizations to help support COVID-19 relief efforts in Illinois.

The donations address the urgent needs of Illinois organizations and partners for immediate and significant philanthropic contributions to help alleviate costs and sustain local and state organizations heavily impacted by the global pandemic.

Some organizations the TAWANI Foundation has made donations to include: Greater Chicago Food Depository, Howard Brown Health Center, One Fair Wage Emergency Fund, YWCA Metropolitan Chicago, NAMI Chicago, Bunker Labs and the Children First Fund.

Additionally, the TAWANI Foundation donated 5,600 ViriMASK's to the Illinois Department of Veterans’ Affairs that will be distributed throughout different veterans’ facilities for use by healthcare professionals.

Founded in 2002 by Colonel (IL) Jennifer N. Pritzker, IL ARNG (Retired), the TAWANI Foundation is a 501(c)(3) that provides support in the areas of arts and culture, historical preservation, health and wellness, LGBT and human rights, education and environmental initiatives.

LaSaia Wade among Streetwise’s most inspiring Chicagoans

LaSaia Wade—the founder and executive director of Brave Space Alliance—has been chosen as one of Streetwise newspaper’s 20 Most Inspiring Chicagoans of 2020.

Brave Space Alliance is a South Side organization that aims to empower and elevate queer and trans voices, particularly those belonging to people of color.

Some of the other honorees include David Dietz, the social responsibility program director for the National Basketball Association; Dr. Ngozi Ezike, board certified internist and pediatrician as well as director of the Illinois Department of Public Health; Britney Robbins, founder The Gray Matter Experience; and Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award winner Ella Jenkins.
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The legislation would specifically require the FDA to update its guidance on Reducing the Risk of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Transmission (HIV) by Blood and Blood Products based on an assessment of current testing accuracy and individual risk-based analysis.

It would also require the FDA to revise the donor questionnaire based on an individual risk assessment of sexual behaviors upon which all donors are evaluated equally, without regard to sexual orientation or gender identity.

Quigley said in a statement, “Over the course of many years, we have made significant progress in rolling back an indefinite ban on blood donations from MSM [men who have sex with men], to a 12-month deferral to the current three-month deferral. This is still not enough.”

“This policy is based on fear, stigma and prejudice—not science,” Demings said. “Expanding the donor pool by hundreds of thousands of healthy Americans would save lives every day in emergency rooms and hospitals around the country.”
SciLine hosts intersectional briefing regarding LGBTQ+, Black communities

BY EMILY REILLY

Recently, SciLine held a media briefing discussing mental health in LGBTQ+ and Black communities.

Yale School of Medicine’s Dr. John Pachankis and Tufts University’s Dr. Madina Agenor were panelists who contributed to the conversation of racial LGBTQ+ intersectionality and the mental health effects of being a part of these communities. SciLine Director Rick Weiss moderated the briefing.

Pachankis is the director of Yale’s LGBTQ+ mental health initiative and focuses his research on finding effective mental health treatments for LGBTQ+ people and its assessment. He began by defining structural stigma, explaining where it is seen today in LGBTQ+ populations and how that can be damaging to one’s mental health. He cited a study of structural stigma by Mark Hatzenbuehler at Harvard University.

“Mark has elegantly shown this in a natural experiment that took place before and after certain U.S. states passed constitutional amendments against marriage equality in the 2004 election,” said Pachankis. “The mental health of LGBTQ+ people living in those states became worse, whereas the mental health of LGBTQ+ people living in other states and the mental health of heterosexual individuals was unaffected.”

Pachankis went on to reference findings that showed differences in the quality of life, suicide and depression rates in sexual minorities in highly structurally stigmatized European countries such as Poland and Russia, versus less stigmatized countries like the Netherlands. The stigmatization countries prompted more psychological demands for the LGBTQ+ population.

Possible solutions begin with destigmatization, LGBTQ+ empowerment therapies and the identification of supportive communities for them.

“These treatments have the power to reduce the shame and loneliness through which structural stigma jeopardizes mental health,” said Pachankis.

Agenor spoke about intersectionality and the health of Black people in the US. She emphasized that intersectionality shows that Black LGBTQ+ people have unique concerns and lived experiences. They not only experience LGBTQ+ discrimination, but also anti-Black structural racism.

“In 2017, the National Center for Transgender Equality released a report showing that the burden of various health outcomes, including HIV, psychological distress, suicidal thoughts and behaviors and sexual victimization, was considerably higher among Black transgender and non-binary individuals compared to both their white counterparts and, also, to the US population overall,” said Agenor.

Agenor pointed out that journalists and scientists often report health disparities but rarely include the reasons why. Social, political, and structural determinants of health, specifically income and housing, monumentally affect the health of Black LGBTQ+ people. Agenor cited a series of graphs emphasizing the reasons behind the health disparity. For example, a 2015 national survey of transgender and non-binary people found that 40 percent of all Black respondents had experienced housing discrimination or instability in the past year with the highest prevalence occurring among Black transgender women.

“We should really be thinking about addressing both the social determinants of health and the structural determinants of health and really seek to implement and develop laws, policies, rules, practices and institutions that promote equity and justice at the intersection of not only sexual orientation and gender identity but also race/ethnicity and social class,” said Agenor.

SciLine also hosted a Q&A for media viewers to pitch in their questions for the panelists. Questions sparked talking points about barriers for transgender mental healthcare, establishing widespread resources for LGBTQ+ patients, access to LGBTQ+ care during the current administration, research on microaggressions, police treatment of Black LGBTQ+ people and much more.

“Research shows that the sooner we can make our society more just, from institutional commitments to equality to our day-to-day interactions with each other, the sooner we can expect that no one population will bear a disproportionate burden of mental illness,” said Pachankis.

HRC Foundation, HIT release study on voters of color, voting by mail

The Human Rights Campaign (HRC) Foundation and HIT Strategies released the first results of a national survey of voters of color, including LGBTQ voters of color, to determine sentiment regarding voting by mail.

Conducted in partnership with major advocacy organizations—including Latino Victory Foundation, the NAACP, UnidosUS and Woke Vote—this survey shows key commonalities as well as critical differences in how voters from different communities view the current voting climate.

Key takeaways from the research include:
—Seventy-six percent of POC (people of color) voters think the coronavirus crisis will affect who votes in the 2020 election, and 73% of POC voters think the protests following the death of George Floyd will affect who votes in the 2020 election.
—Sixty-eight percent of POC voters will either vote in person early or by mail, including 59% of APPI voters stating that voting by mail is their current voting preference.
—Seventy-five percent of POC voters, including 76% of Black voters and 79% of POC LGBTQ voters, are more likely to vote by mail in November if we still don’t have a cure or vaccine for coronavirus.

The initial survey included a sample of over 800 individuals from across the country, including Florida, Wisconsin, Texas and Georgia. This research is still ongoing, and results will continue to be released through November.

See https://assets2.hrc.org/files/assets/resources/Vote_By_Mail_Among_Traditionally_Marginalized_Voters_National_Online_Survey_July_2020_.pdf.
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True stories, trans tales and more in new picture books

New books can be a delightful relief in these days of quarantine. Here are some of the many new LGBTQ-inclusive picture books that just came out last month. (See Mombian.com for even more.)

The Fighting Infantryman, by Rob Sanders and illustrated by Nabi H. Ali (Little Bee), is the true story of Albert D. J. Cashier, a transgender soldier in the U.S. Civil War. At 19, Albert, an immigrant from Ireland who had been assigned female at birth but had long presented a male identity, enlisted in the Union Army. After the war, he was always proud of having been a “fighting infantryman.” When in his later years, he was admitted to a veteran’s hospital and his biological sex became known, he almost lost his military pension. His former comrades stood up for him, though, and he retained it—and upon his death, his gravestone reflected his military unit and chosen name. Sanders notes in an afterward that while transgender people have always existed, terminology has changed across time and cultures. Nevertheless, “it’s possible, even likely,” that Cashier was transgender. In the story itself, Sanders reinforces that the way Cashier lived his life “was more than a choice. It was who Albert D.J. Cashier was...” A rare and needed picture book of a pre-Stonewall LGBTQ hero.

Max on the Farm, by Kyle Lukoff and illustrated by Luciano Lozano (Reycraft), is the third book in Lukoff’s delightful series about a fictional transgender boy and his friends. In this one, Max, a white transgender boy, visits a farm with his class, including his friend Teresa, a Black girl. Lukoff makes a great point about gender by showing us that even cisgender girls like Teresa can bend gender norms—she likes to get “really dirty,” while playing outdoors and is willing to flout rules to find adventure. Max is more hesitant, but ultimately has fun during their gentle mischief. Max’s transgender identity isn’t a focus, but nor is it ignored completely; when the dance teacher thinks Max belongs with the girls, he goes over to the boys’ side. “All the kids in my class know I belong there...” he says. Another charming book in the series. My Maddy, by Gayle Pitman and illustrated by Vio-
BY MATT SIMONETTE

The pandemic did not stop officials from Chicago Filmmakers, the organization behind Reeling: The Chicago LGBTQ+ International Film Festival, from planning a diverse program of feature-length and short-subject narrative and documentary films for the festival’s 2020 installment.

After several months of deliberating on the possibility of hybrid in-person and online events—drive-ins were even suggested at one point—the Reeling officials decided in June that an exclusively online format would make sense for this year, said Chicago Filmmakers Executive Director Brenda Webb.

“Once we made the decision that it would be all virtual, it was such a relief,” she added. “It’s always the uncertainty and anxiety around at what point we can book the theater or lose it. ... But there is an upside—the access to the filmmakers, for example. They don’t all have to be in one spot and you don’t have to get them hotels. On that end, it’s really great. There will be Q&A’s for almost every show in the festival.”

The festival kicks off Oct 24 and officially lasts through Oct. 4. Various films are licensed for online showings on specific days, so some films will be available to home viewers for a short while past the festival’s closing. Feature films will be available for streaming across Illinois, while shorts will be available nationwide.

Despite the disruption laid down by the pandemic, and the pivot in formats, Webb said that the festival’s 2020 curation was not all that different from previous years. Opening night features Breaking Fast, a romantic comedy about a Muslim American living in West Hollywood.

“It’s a touching film,” she added. “We like to open the festival with upbeat films as much as possible, something that makes people feel good and like they want to keep watching more films in the festival. It also speaks to diversity and breaks down stereotypes about Muslim Americans. This main character’s family has no problem being gay. He’s just more concerned with the cultural and religious aspects of being with somebody who just sort of understands his religion.”

The closing-night film is the documentary Ahead of the Curve, about the late lesbian-centered magazine Curve. Webb noted, “It’s equally entertaining and interesting, and takes you on a journey about the ups-and-downs of a media publication trying to cultivate a lesbian readership. Then it goes very intimately into what happens when the publisher sells her magazine and sees her legacy possibly disappearing. ... It’s not just a puff-piece about the magazine. It really is about the trials, tribulations and challenges.”

Reeling features more international films than usual this year, she added. “The range of works is always one of the things that is important about an international film festival, and that we’re not just showing films already on the radar, that everybody knows will come out on streaming.”

Five out of the eight festival programs contain work from local filmmakers, Webb said. One of the themes running throughout the festival is “going back home.” That is of course thematic material that LGBTQ filmmakers have long mined for narrative possibilities, but Webb noted its poignance in a cultural moment when, thanks to the pandemic, many viewers are thinking about what significance home has for them.

“That’s in Goodbye Mother, about a young Vietnamese man going back to his family to come out to them and A Skeleton in Closet, for example,” she explained. “... That struck me as relevant because we’re all sitting at home right now.”

For a complete listing of films and purchasing instructions for online passes, see ReelingFilmFestival.org.
Reviewing the films of Reeling 2020

BY STEVE WARREN

For complete festival information and to buy tickets, visit http://reelingfilmfestival.org/2020. Ratings are on a ★★★★★ scale but I'm a tough grader, so nothing gets over ★★★★.

Note: This year's installment of Reeling: The Chicago LGBTQ+ International Film Festival officially takes place online and begins Sept. 24. The festival lasts through Oct. 4, although select films will be available for screening for a few days past closing.

Breaking Fast ★★★ (Sept. 24-27)

Breaking Fast provides a lot of insight into Islam, including the wide range of reactions among Muslim parents to their sons’ coming out. Set in West Hollywood, this “romcom” is really more of a drama but does have some comic relief, including a major character who’s the kind of flaming stereotype we rarely see anymore. A year after his partner marries a woman to please his father, Mo (Haaz Sleiman) meets Kal (Michael Cassidy), who isn’t Muslim but is familiar with Muslim culture. Their relationship, however, isn’t Muslim and including the wide range of reactions among Muslim parents to their sons’ coming out. Set in West Hollywood, this “romcom” is really more of a drama but does have some comic relief, including a major character who’s the kind of flaming stereotype we rarely see anymore. A year after his partner marries a woman to please his father, Mo (Haaz Sleiman) meets Kal (Michael Cassidy), who isn’t Muslim but is familiar with Muslim culture. Their relationship, however, isn’t Muslim

T11 Incomplete ★★1/2 (Sept. 24-27)

The WIF title refers to the thoracic spinal nerve that affects a woman’s uterus. "Incomplete" means there’s still some sensation there. Home-health aide Kate Murphy (Karen Sillas, in a performance that deserves to advance her to the A-List) notes that problem area when she reports to help Laura (Kristen Renton). Both women have flaws, some alcohol-related, and Kate has a habit of robbing her clients; so it’s not a simple matter of Cupid shooting Laura in the T11 to get a romance going. Melodrama fans will find much to like in writer-director Suzanne Gaucci’s film. I especially liked Sillas.

These Thems (Season One)

★★★ (Sept. 24-27)

As a queer version of Friends, creator/writer Gretchen Wylde’s first seven-episode season (mostly about ten minutes each) may not be ready for prime time (Who knew Pose was?), but it’s closer than you’d think. Gretchen (Wylde) meets Vero (Vico Ortiz) at a gynecologist’s office, where Gretchen, who is 30, realizes she’s a lesbian. Non-binary Vero explains modern gender terminology to the doctor, triggering a new career as a “straight whisperer.” Vero’s friend Asher (Shaan Dasani) struggles with coming out as trans at work. Gretchen’s roommate Kevin (Nick Park) crushes on Asher, not knowing they’re trans. I’d tune in next week for more.

Cicada ★★1/2 (Sept. 25-28)

This very festival-y movie is frustrating for a viewer who just wants to be told a good story. Since it’s “Based on true events,” we can assume writer-director Matt Fifer is playing himself as Ben, who has sex with men, women and himself, until he meets Sam (Sheldon D. Brown) and pretty much settles down. But Sam isn’t out to his father or the world; and Ben is still traumatized from being molested as a child. There’s no chemistry between the lead actors, as Fifer might have known if he hadn’t tried to do too much himself.

The Strong Ones (Los Fuertes) ★★1/2 (Sept. 25-28)

I couldn’t watch Samuel González and Antonio Altamirano make love for more than three weeks...without a lunch break. That’s good, because there’s little else of interest here. Lucas (González) is visiting his sister in southern Chile before leaving for Montreal to study architecture. He meets Antonio (Altamirano), who works on a fishing boat when he’s not taking part in historical reenactments. Lucas’ sister is having marital problems and each man has his own issues, but writer-director Omar Zúñiga stretches the plot pretty thin, with little development. This review would be far more negative if the leading men were less attractive.

Give or Take ★★★ (Sept. 26-29)

Give or Take deals with a situation that’s thankfully less common than it was before we were allowed to marry legally. A gay man dies without leaving a will and his family swoops in, virtually ignoring the man he lived with for the last six years. His son Martin (Jamie Effros), who hardly spoke to his father after he came out, comes up to Cape Cod from New York and treats Ted (Norbert Leo Butz) like a tenant who’s about to be evicted. It’s a moving story presented in believable fashion and should remind some viewers they have unfinished business.

Goodbye Mother ★★★ (Sept. 26-29)

Probably the funniest and saddest film in the festival, and my personal favorite, Goodbye Mother tells of a young Vietnamese man who stayed in the U.S. after college, becoming a citizen. Van (Las Thanh) returns to visit his family, bringing along his “friend” Jan (Vo Dien Gia Huy). Van intends to come to his mother but the time never seems right, when the family’s trying to find “the right gît” for him to marry. Much hilarity comes from his demented grandmother (Nsut Le Thien, my new favorite actress!), helping keep the mood varied enough that things never get dull.

Keyboard Fantasies: The Beverly Glenn-Copeland Story ★★1/2 (Sept. 26-29)

I usually enjoy documentaries about musical artists for the music, but the reverse is true in this film about Beverly Glenn-Copeland, who lived as a female, an out lesbian from a middle-class Black family, for nearly 60 years before transitioning almost two decades ago. He achieved renown in 2015 after a Japanese collector discovered a 1986 recording of their unique blend of folk, jazz and electronics with touchies of classical, gospel and blues. That’s an acquired taste and I preferred hearing him talk about himself with his sparkling personality. Director Posy Dixon doesn’t need visual gimmicks to hold our interest.

Tahara ★★★ (Sept. 26-29)

Tahara’s plot is basically triangular. Carrie (Madeline Grey DeFreece) has a crush on her best friend, Hannah (Rachel Sennott), whose crush is a boy, Tristan (Daniel Taveras), who is crushing on Carrie. They’re attending the funeral of a lesbian classmate out of respect, not caring. After the funeral there’s lunch, followed by an extended Hebrew school class in Judaism and Grief, during which the main characters take long social breaks in different combinations. Hannah even goes Carrie into kissing her “for practice.” Tahara’s technically okay, it just didn’t interest me.

Are We Lost Forever ★★1/2 (Sept. 27-30)

Gay relationships in Sweden are assembled as easily as Ikea furniture, and fall apart as easily too, in this romantic drama by writer-director David Färmdar, Hampus (Jonathan Andersson) and Adrian (Björn Egelund) can’t live with each other and can’t live without each other. They break up after three years but still care, even after Adrian finds a new boyfriend, Rasmus (Micki Stoltz), who looks so much like Hampus it’s confusing at times. Färmdar makes the point repeatedly that relationships is difficult but ending one can be more difficult. It gets redundant, but it makes you care about the guys too.

Pier Kids ★★1/2 (Sept. 27-30)

Elegance Bratton filmed most of this documentary in 2011 and added a postscript once he raised finishing funds. There’s terrific material, not always edited to best advantage. Introductory stats say more than half of U.S. youth experiencing homelessness are LGBT, 40% of them people of color. We meet a couple dozen young people hanging near New York’s Chelsea and/or Christopher Street Piers. Eventually we focus on three—Krystal LaBeija, Casper and DeSean—and settle in for their intimate portraits.

Taiwan Equals Love ★★ (Sept. 27-30)

The good news: Sophia Yen follows three...
The Whistle  
★★★ (Sept. 27-30) 
About a dozen lesbians and one trans man (producer-director-writer-editor StormMiguel Florez) talk about their Albuquerque high school days in the ’70s and ’80s. The city was behind the times, with police still raiding our bars, but many will find the stories relatable. A unique feature: the high-pitched whistle of the title they used to connect with others like themselves. There are horror stories of therapy and parental rejection; a heroine in lesbian teacher Havens Levitt, who counseled some of the girls; and happy endings as the women introduce their partners/wives of many years. Nice folks to spend an hour with.

Family Members (Los Miembros de la Familia)  
★★★★ (Sept. 28-Oct. 1) 
Family Members is full of things I don’t usually like, including long takes of people sitting or walking and a backstory revealed ever so teasingly. That I enjoyed it so much can only mean writer-director Mateo Bendesky is a bruja/witch. Siblings Lucas (Tomás Wicz) and Gilda (Laila Maltz) travel by bus from Buenos Aires to their small coastal hometown to dispose of their mother’s remains. While working out Lucas meets Guido (Alejandro Russek), who believes the universe is a computer simulation. There’s a song by an Israeli band called Mindfuck, which would have been an appropriate title for this film.

Gracefully  
★★ (Sept. 28-Oct. 1) 
This documentary gave me some new impressions of Iranian culture. Amir Voshtani is an 80-year-old dairy farmer who likes to dance in spangly homemade women’s clothes of many cultures. He says he danced for a living until the 1979 revolution put a stop to it, but we still see him dancing in drag in wedding parties and rest homes. Amir has a wife (who hates his dancing) and six sons, so if there’s a sexual component he’s repressed it successfully. There are mixed messages in his stories but we get interesting glimpses of a country we don’t know much about.

Lulu en el Jardín  
★★★ (Sept. 29-Oct. 2) 
A film about psychiatry can drive you crazy. This “experimental documentary” would have benefited from being more traditional, at least explaining that it’s director Jose Luis Benavides who’s interviewing his likable lesbian mother, Lourdes Benavides, about her treatments as a teenager in the late ’70s at the Chicago-Read Mental Health Center, where patients were routinely overmedicated and largely neglected or abused. In a parallel track “Lulu,” who may be the teenaged Lourdes but doesn’t have a Latina accent, tells how she tried to escape her feelings by spending time in nature; so we see a lot of flowers and trees.

Stone|Fruit  
★★★ (Sept. 29-Oct. 2) 
Manny (Matt Palazzolo) and Russ (Rob Warner) don’t act like intellectuals but that’s what they talk like, and they talk a lot. After seven years of marriage, they’re marking their “divorce weekend” by touring California’s Wine Country on a tasting trip before Manny moves to Santa Fe to study on a fellowship. They spend most of a day with Byron (Thomas Hobson), who’s taken advantage of their open relationship with each and both of them. As the guys seek closure by rehashing every argument they’ve ever had, the movie has its moments. Maybe quite a few, depending on your taste.

Galore  
★★★ (Sept. 30-Oct. 3) 
You’ll get a taste of Europe’s drag scene in this documentary about Lady Galore, a.k.a. Sander den Baas. They’re pleasant and entertaining but not as interesting as some of the things that go on in the background (European Gay Ski Week?) with little or no explanation. Despite their obvious Divine inspiration, Galore gets gastric bypass surgery to slim down by 60 kilos (132 pounds). They also tour a few countries from their home base in Amsterdam (where Pride is celebrated with a boat parade) and organize a workshop-filled weekend in a chateau. I just wanted more info and less chatter.

Dramarama  
★★★★ (Oct. 2-5) 
Gene (Nick Pugliese) is a 17-year-old closeted gay agnostic who’s made it through high school by hanging with fellow nerds in the Drama Club. That was me a long time ago, so I related like crazy to this tale of the 1994 going-away party before the first of Gene’s gang of five leaves for college. Three of them are girls. Oscar (Nico Greetham) presents as a ladies’ man but enjoys “wrestling” with Gene and gets jealous when Gene goes without him. Dramarama gets heavier as it goes along, as three years of repressed feelings come out — but Gene doesn’t.

Ema  
★★★ (Oct. 2-5) 
More like Tenet than a straightforward narrative film, Ema is from Chile’s Pablo Larrain, who directed Natalie Portman in Jackie. Ema (Mariana Di Girolamo) is a dancer married to choreographer Gastón (Gael García Bernal). When not dancing or teaching children to dance, Ema and her girl gang go around Valparaíso with a flamethrower, starting fires. Ema and infertile Gastón had adopted young Polo, but returned him to the orphanage after he set Ema’s sister on fire. Now the childless couple wants Polo back, and Ema’s got a plan to get him. I’ve made it simpler to follow than Larrain does.

Single Street (Singel 39)  
★★★★ (Oct. 2-5) 
Straight women are more likely than gay men to appreciate this well-made Dutch drama. Mo (Lies Visschedijk) is a respected, early-middle-aged cardiac surgeon without much of a love life. Then Max (Waldemar Torenstra), an artist, rents the space below her apartment for a studio/residence. But Max is gay. But he wants to father a child. It doesn’t occur to Mo to volunteer until Max finds his “ideal match” on a website. Then Mo gets jealous. If you have any inclination to be a parent, this tale of gay and straight worlds colliding could open your eyes to opportunities around you.

The Capote Tapes  
★★★★ (Oct. 3-6) 
Truman Capote (1924-1984) can’t play himself as well as Philip Seymour Hoffman did in his Oscar-winning role in 2005’s Capote, but he does okay in recordings, talk show clips and paparazzi photos. People who knew him are as eager to talk about Capote as he was to talk — and write — about them. His final novel, Answered Prayers, was never published, except for three chapters that caused him to lose his friends in New York society for revealing their secrets through thinly-disguised fictional characters. The rest has never been found. This is an entertainingly gossipy look at the King/Queen of Gossip.

Drawn Back Home  
★★★ (Oct. 3-6) 
In a Northern Michigan high school ten years ago, they were best friends. Drew (Paul Michael Thomson) was the closeted kid everybody picked on, Eric (Chicago’s Mickey O’Sullivan) was his defender, and Sarah (Clare Cooney) was The Girl. Drew moved to Chicago after graduation and Eric and Sarah married. Now they’re divorced and Drew comes back for a few days on an assignment. After an awkward reunion the three get close again. There are no prizes for guessing the ending. Debuting writer-director Thomas Awrey gives you too much time to think and the plot doesn’t hold up to thoughtful examination.

The Many Lives of Kojin  
★★★ (Oct. 3-6) 
As enlightening as it is frightening, Diako Yazdani’s documentary sends Kojin, an openly gay 22-year-old Kurd living in Germany, back to Kurdistan to discuss with individuals and groups the diverse views of Muslims toward homosexuality—some surprisingly accepting, many hateful. Most colorful is an imam who claims to be able to diagnose and cure everything from AIDS to homosexuality; but if he can’t cure the latter, Plan B is execution. Kojin explains his bravery in doing the film: if he’s going to die he wants to have accomplished something first. Logistics and locations get confusing, but the conversations remain interesting.

No Hard Feelings  
★★★ (Oct. 3-6) 
Born in Germany to Iranian refugees, Parvis (Benny Radjaipour) is looked down on for his race but accepted as gay. Recent arrival Amon (Eidin Jalali) doesn’t dare reveal his gayness to his neighbors in a refugee shelter where he and his sister Banafshe (Banafshe Hoomzad) are staying and Parvis is doing community service. They meet and become friends, then more than friends. We come to care about them as we go with them through some pleasant and unpleasant events; but the screenplay, co-written by director Faraz Shariat, omits so many details we often feel like strangers in a strange land.

Ahead of the Curve  
★★★ (Oct. 4-7) 
Three films in one: a course in modern lesbian history; a biography of Curve magazine founder Frances “Franco” Stevens, directed by her wife, Jen Rainin; and a questioning of whether glossy magazines are still relevant and if not, what should replace them? Curve began 30 years ago as Deneuve but changed in the mid-90s after a certain actress sued over the use of her name. Just as they were getting precedents on the cover and national advertising, Melissa Etheridge, Jewelle Gomez, Lea DeLaria and others stop by to reminisce, helping a good story — or several — be very well told.
For starters, what we’ve got are two wealthy young bachelors, two broke young bachelors, five genteel-poor young misses and one rich old battle-axe—but this is 1813 England, when only male heirs could legally inherit property, making the sole means of acquiring wherewithal (or “diggings for gold” as we call it nowadays) sufficient to secure a comfortable future was to marry it.

Further complicating the negotiations necessary to remove the obstacles to true love bringing about a satisfactory match (a “happy ending” in modern parlance) was the snobbery discouraging fraternization between those boasting long and/or exalted lineage and those claiming pedigrees of more recent vintage.

Jane Austen’s groundbreaking novel originated the literary genre today known as the Regency Romance—a label often dismissed by our democratic age as frivolous costume-comedy. Austen’s firsthand familiarity with the grim sacrifices engendered by a social and economic system punishing the privileged and underprivileged alike reveals a universe encompassing a multitude of choices faced by individuals of all classes in search of values, identity and lives of, if not precisely joy, then contentment at the very least.

These goals require numerous auxiliary agents—parents, of course, and meddling kin, nosy neighbors and a bevy of servants—all mandating a crowded dramatic landscape. Fortunately, Lifeline Theatre has forged its reputation on big-stories-in-small-spaces arrangements and not even the cinematic live-stream format dictated by current social distancing restrictions can impede the narrative flow of Christina Calvit’s compact, but still comprehensive, adaptation.

Director Dorothy Milne and film editor Harrison Ornelas have likewise learned from early-spring experiments in video-staged performance: to prevent confusion arising from double-cast characters viewed in headshot range, each window opens on identification of the person it depicts at that specific time—a narrative device allowing us to witness reactions to the news taking focus, as well as enabling a vox-pop chorus of busybodies to keep us up to date on the expository gossip. Duet scenes employ Lifeline ensemble’s several real-life cohabiting couples to permit us a view of ballroom dancers waltzing with their faces outside of the frame, or a husband waving casually at smartphone correspondents over his wife’s shoulder. (Did I mention that the production decor is modern dress-casual?)

It’s not all tech wizardry, however. The synchronicity achieved by actors after decades of experience swapping dialogue with one another, in a Rogers Park auditorium barely bigger than the “personal closets” (“bedrooms” to us) they now occupy, ensures a brisk pace and an intimacy enhanced by the close-up eye contact facilitated by the “asides” incorporated into Calvit’s text.

When Samantha Newcomb’s irresistible Lizzy asks us what we think of the latest contretemps, it’s all we can do not to reply—that if you’re watching from your sofa, feel free to roast the aloof Mister Darcy’s well-begun but ill-concluded marriage proposal, delivered by Andres Enriquez in 1989.

But it was only around 2012 that he decided to be more open about his modeling and began posting the photos to the Tumblr platform. He added that the photos are now “very much posting to Instagram.”

Explicit photos and videos of himself. Pevsner calls himself a “recovering narcissist” and said that he’s been appearing in such photos since he first posed for renowned photographer Tom Bianchi in 1989.

Besides stage appearances, Pevsner has stayed very active in film and TV over the years. Among his film roles was the 2012 film Scrooge & Marley, which was executive-produced by Windy City Times owner Tracy Baim. His television work includes appearances on Silicon Valley, NCIS, Modern Family and Desperate Housewives.

Some fans might know Pevsner from a more provocative realm: online erotica. Since the early 2010s, he has regularly been publishing online explicit photos and videos of himself. Pevsner calls himself a “recovering narcissist” and said that he’s been appearing in such photos since he first posed for renowned photographer Tom Bianchi in 1989.

But it was only around 2012 that he decided to be more open about his modeling and began posting the photos to the Tumblr platform. He wants such photos to stand in testament against unhealthy preconceptions about age, body type and sexuality.

“It’s not all tech wizardry, however. The synchronicity achieved by actors after decades of experience swapping dialogue with one another, in a Rogers Park auditorium barely bigger than the ‘personal closets’ (‘bedrooms’ to us) they now occupy, ensures a brisk pace and an intimacy enhanced by the close-up eye contact facilitated by the ‘asides’ incorporated into Calvit’s text. When Samantha Newcomb’s irresistible Lizzy asks us what we think of the latest contretemps, it’s all we can do not to reply—that if you’re watching from your sofa, feel free to roast the aloof Mister Darcy’s well-begun but ill-concluded marriage proposal, delivered by Andres Enriquez with affecting aplomb.”
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*Actors talk about tackling 'Ratched' roles, working with Ryan Murphy*

**BY JERRY NUNN**

It takes the winning combination of gay producer Ryan Murphy and lesbian actress Sarah Paulson to bring the fictional story of Ratched to life in unexpected ways. The new drama series on Netflix already has a built-in fan base, thanks to nurse Mildred Ratched from the unforgettable novel and film One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.

Nurse Ratched is known for being a cold, complicated and controlling character in past portrayals. Ratched takes these traits to a whole new level and begins streaming on Netflix on Friday, Sept. 18.

Creator Evan Romansky returns Ratched back to her roots as a young nurse working in a psychiatric hospital in 1947. Jon Jon Briones portrays Dr. Richard Hanover, who runs the mental institution along with sidekick nurse Betsy Bucket, played by Judy Davis.

For queer audiences there is plenty to chew on over the course of season one. There are conversion therapy horrors to be seen and several patients wrestling with their sexuality during a very closeted time period in America.

Out cast member Cynthia Nixon displays many different dimensions to her character, Gwendolyn Briggs, on the series. Nixon spoke about Briggs on a Zoom call with Windy City Times and other reporters before Ratched’s debut. Nixon said of Briggs, “She is very different from the people I am usually asked to play. Gwendolyn is so whole-hearted and pure. She’s up against the odds. She’s a queer woman in 1947 and trying to make a life for herself in politics. She moves ahead without fear and wants Mildred to walk in the light.”

When asked about the LGBT storylines, Nixon stated, “One of the overarching themes of Ratched is, not only the brutal treatment of people who were deemed ill, but what fell under the umbrella of mental illness. Being queer was front and center. We have so many examples of it in the story. One of the saddest parts of the show is played by Jon Jon’s real son, who is forced to undergo a lobotomy because he could possibly be gay.”

Paulson added, “There are many elements to this story that are queer-centric, but for Mildred there’s a consequence of discovering that part of herself. It is not a story about a woman who is struggling with that identity. It is a story about a woman that wants to absolve herself from the guilt of abandoning the most important person in her life at a very young age.

“The only place where happiness lives is in her relationship with Gwendolyn. I love that element of this story. Within this show is the queer component of love. It is the first time that Mildred can feel seen and explore these parts of her. You see all that the confidence she has just goes away when she is with Mildred. She doesn’t know how to access that part of herself. There is a great joy in playing that as a member of the LGBT community.”

Some may call Ratched a comeback vehicle for actress Sharon Stone, although her pet monkey almost steals the show. She said that she has admired the women Ryan Murphy had worked with in the past, such as Jessica Lange and Kathy Bates, influencing her to accept the part of the quirky Lenore Osgood. “There were so many vague areas about my character and we got to explore why she is the person she is. What is her backstory and how did she get here? I had a monkey on my back both literally and metaphorically!”

British actress Sophie Okonedo plays the unbalanced woman Charlotte Wells. She confessed on the conference call when asked about preparing for her part, “I didn’t do much research on mental illness, everything was in the script. I played each personality as a separate character. I didn’t worry about Charlotte being underneath.”

Many may recognize actor Finn Wittrock as Edmund Tolleson after he played several roles in the American Horror Story series and the Murphy film The Normal Heart. He explained on the phone that episode two with Briones was his most challenging scene to play: “I approached my character as someone who had never grown up. He was traumatized by the violence inflicted on him during his childhood. I never thought of him as a sociopath. He has a moral compass—but a warped one.”

Briones explained that even though he had previously appeared in two series helmed by Murphy, The Assassination of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story and American Horror Story: Apocalypse, he had never worked directly with Murphy in the past. He admitted he was at first intimidated by Murphy, describing the producer as someone who is sometimes hard to gauge if he’s joking or serious, “The first time he looked at me, I was in my costume and wig for approval. He has a genius and a vision for his whole world of storytelling, which is exciting.”

Wittrock concurred, saying, “I feel Ryan was even more meticulous this time. He was into the nuances of how it looked and felt. He was hands on in that way. He is generally fun on the set, although there are some people that cower in fear of him. Even when it is a sad, crazy and bloody scene, he brings a party atmosphere to it.”

Paulson agreed that this time working with Murphy was different from past projects. “I had never played a titular character before or been an executive producer before. This was possible now because of him. That was why I was terrified to do it. I didn’t have a ton of experience. He told me to step into my power, which made me want to take a hot shower and run screaming into the street! I wasn’t sure if I was capable or ready. It was a myriad of things to contend with, but he has always been my greatest champion. There are challenges, but any relationship will have those. He gave me some power, but not all of it, which was healthy. If he had let me do what I want, that wouldn’t have gone great for anybody!”

Paulson went on to say that as an executive producer she received the early edits first and Murphy would make adjustments afterward, “It was an interesting experience to think beyond my own narrow view of my performance and think about the show as a whole.”

Nixon described working with Murphy as “mind-blowing.” She remembered that Pose costumes were paraded out for approval when Murphy was on set and seeing storyboards for a new series. She recalled, “Ryan showed me a documentary he had been working on called A Secret Love about two women who were a couple for decades. You think that you know what Ryan Murphy does, then you see a new project that is not just a new chapter for him, but a whole other book!”

Stone told the group that Murphy took her out to lunch to offer her the role in Ratched, although she had some concerns, “I was excited, but you never know how big the cliff is that you are going to have to jump off of when Ryan Murphy offers you a part. I have seen his other shows, but I am not really used to working in television. I usually went to work with a director, a script and a plan. I go to work these days and don’t have scripts or the same director. One day I am on episode six, then the next day on episode one with two different directors and not able to read the entire work.”

Stone complimented Sarah Paulson as an executive producer: “In my generation, if I wanted to suggest something I would get a real talking to. My ideas would be shut down. When I started working, it was me and 300 men, even my dresser was a man. The experience of working on Ryan’s show was very different. This time I had actresses and females in the crew. I had an opportunity to finally be in the company of fine, subtle, intimate, layered and tender women that were empowered. The men’s roles even had a respect and
emotional intelligence that was just a different thing than in the past.”

Ratched is wound tight with unpredictable twists and turns while limiting the series to two seasons with a total of 18 episodes planned. Murphy directed the first and second episodes, setting the tone for the overall first season; he then relinquishes control for other directors to take over as the series progresses.

All the cast members on the conference call stated they are looking forward to getting back to work and completing season two. Roadblocks in the way of filming the follow-up season of Ratched include the hectic schedule of Ryan Murphy and the pandemic. Paulson said, “I believe I am working soon, just not on Ratched yet. I want us all to be together, including the crew. I love collaborating with all of these people that are just as invested as I am. I don’t know how we can access that with shields, masks and gloves. We have a lot to consider.”

Paulson told the group that she picked the project to explore the “porous parts” of Mildred Ratched, “In the original movie, she’s calcified and there’s a hardness. I remember thinking she was a villain and evil. When I rewatched One

If I were going to play it, she would have to be adhering to some rule that she believed was most right and limited to her era.

“I was interested in who the woman was in the movie that turns a key and goes into her house. Who is that woman at the door? There was no backstory and that is an enormous freedom. We can give context and depth to things that weren’t there before. It was interesting to confront my prejudice of the character from the outset. I wanted to get in her head without being like, “She is so crazy!”


Ratched, “In the original movie, she’s calcified and there’s a hardness. I remember thinking she was a villain and evil. When I rewatched One

Ratched is wound tight with unpredictable twists and turns while limiting the series to two seasons with a total of 18 episodes planned. Murphy directed the first and second episodes, setting the tone for the overall first season; he then relinquishes control for other directors to take over as the series progresses.

All the cast members on the conference call stated they are looking forward to getting back to work and completing season two. Roadblocks in the way of filming the follow-up season of Ratched include the hectic schedule of Ryan Murphy and the pandemic. Paulson said, “I believe I am working soon, just not on Ratched yet. I want us all to be together, including the crew. I love collaborating with all of these people that are just as invested as I am. I don’t know how we can access that with shields, masks and gloves. We have a lot to consider.”

Paulson told the group that she picked the project to explore the “porous parts” of Mildred Ratched, “In the original movie, she’s calcified and there’s a hardness. I remember thinking she was a villain and evil. When I rewatched One

Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest before shooting this series, I thought of her as a victim of a patriarchal infrastructure that is in this hospital. Possibly she didn’t have a choice to access her heart in her work or bring her femininity to her job. Maybe she is not a villain, but had no recourse.

If I were going to play it, she would have to be adhering to some rule that she believed was most right and limited to her era.

“I was interested in who the woman was in the movie that turns a key and goes into her house. Who is that woman at the door? There was no backstory and that is an enormous freedom. We can give context and depth to things that weren’t there before. It was interesting to confront my prejudice of the character from the outset. I wanted to get in her head without being like, “She is so crazy!”


When we’re bringing you both a peeled and unpeeled penis, it’s definitely time to end yet another column. As I’ve said so often during these quarantined days—any penis in a storm. If you have other needs that need filling, head to BillyMasters.com—the site that always satisfies. Should you require more personal attention, I happen to have some time on my hands. Reach out to Billy@BillyMasters.com, and I promise to get back to you before I finger some honey (which IS a euphemism). Until next time, remember: One man’s filth is another man’s bible.
PB&J's Golden Goose.
Photo by Kira Anderson

cocktail—a refreshing take on a Moscow Mule that consists of Grey Goose Pear, ginger beer and lime. However, there are plenty of other options, such as Hot & Bothered (Cuervo Tradicional, pineapple, lime and habanero bitters) and This One's for Karen (champagne and passionfruit)—although, in these politically charged times, that name might have to be reconsidered.
The thing about PB&J’s menu is that it offers something for anyone. Shared apps include whole jumbo wings (in sweet chili, buffalo and BBQ varieties), truffle fries and even drunken mussels.

Nagasato arrived in Chicago in 2017. The 2011 World Cup Champion has made 52 National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) appearances with the Red Stars.
She had a banner year with Chicago in 2019. With eight goals, Nagasato finished as the league’s eighth-highest goalscorer and she led the league in assists, with eight.
Nagasato’s loan ends prior to the 2021 NWSL preseason.

‘Under the Stars with Handbag’ drive-in fest through Sept. 19
Hell in a Handbag Productions is hosting “Under the Stars with Handbag: A Drive-In Festival,” which is running Fridays and Saturdays through Sept. 19 at The Red Box Workshop, 4262 W. Bryn Mawr Ave., at 7:30 p.m.
Productions continue with Caged Dames (Sept. 4-5); Bewildered (Sept. 11-12); and the debut of Airport 1970/SOMETHING (Sept. 18-19).
Patrons have the option of viewing from their vehicle or bringing their own lawn chairs/cushions to camp out in the parking lot—all in pre-designated, socially distant spaces. Cars will also have space in between for the option of outdoor seating. Tickets include popcorn and non-alcoholic beverages. No alcoholic beverages allowed.
The lot opens at 7:30 p.m. and the feature begins promptly at 8:30 p.m.
Advance registration is required, and sales end three hours before presentation. Ticket prices are $40, $60 or $80, depending on the number of patrons in a party and the size of the space needed. Tickets are currently available via Brown Paper Tickets at handbagdrivein.bpt.me.
Fans page is at onlyfans.com/realguyla.
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I emerge, I am in the buff. Table tops, windows and
move to the master bath, tidy it up, wipe dry. When
my dishes as we discuss your home’s needs. Then I
may have accumulated over the weeks. I’ll sink-wash
ate your home of the routine clutter and dullness that
I clean for fun, for a living and do so well! Liber-
ate your home of the routine clutter and dullness that
may have accumulated over the weeks. I’ll sink-wash
your dishes as we discuss your home’s needs. Then I
I made to the master bath, tidy it up, wipe dry. When
I emerge, I am in the buff. Table tops, windows and
vacuuming won’t go unnoticed. Now you and your sig-
ificant other are happier and your home is organized
and prideful. Of course, I take out the garbage... after
I’ve dressed. Russell email: Rus81212@gmail.com for
more info/pics. (8/19/20-2)

CLEANING SERVICES
CHESTNUT ORGANIZING AND CLEANING SERVICES:
especially for people who need an organizing service
because of depression, elderly, physical or mental
challenges or other causes for your home’s clutter,
disorganization, dysfunction, etc. We can organize for
the downsizing of your current possessions to more
easily move into a smaller home. With your help, we
can help to organize your move. We can organize
and clean for the deceased in lieu of having the be-
reaved needing to do the preparation to sell or rent
the deceased’s home. We are absolutely not judgmen-
tal; we’ve seen and done “worse” than your job as-
signment. With your help, can we please help you?
ChestnutCleaning.com (11/11/20-26)

COUNSELING & PSYCHOTHERAPY
IN THESE DIFFICULT TIMES we need not isolate. If
you are feeling overwhelmed, stressed, anxious, or
depressed we can talk. I can help you better understand
these situations and create solutions for them. My
practical approach entails a therapeutic alliance
that is affirming, empathic, and interactive. To talk
contact Michael J. Bland, Psy.D., LCPC. Northside
location. 773-404-8161. Michael@BlandTherapy.

HOME IMPROVEMENT & PAINTING
DECK MAINTENANCE AND STAINING.
We Make Holes In
Dime Co. We Make Holes In
Drywall Go Away. We also do Remodeling, Bathrooms,
Carpentry, Tile Backsplashes, Painting. “Av” with
BBB. Licensed-Bonded-Insured, One-year Warranty
andyoncallchicago.com (7/26/20-26)

CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISE HERE
ADVERTISE HERE Want to advertise your product,
service, etc. to thousands of readers? Place an
ad in the Windy City Times! We offer affordable
rates, convenient service, and as a bonus, your
ad runs in our online section for free. To place
an ad, contact Terri at 773-871-7610 ex 101,
terr@windycitymediagroup.com, or go to our
website http://www.windycitymediagroup.com/
placeaclassified.php.

ADULT MALE SERVICES
HOUSEKEEPING CLOTHES OFF OCD: Have your home
cleaned top to bottom by an erudite nude gentleman.
I clean for fun, for a living and do so well! Liber-
ate your home of the routine clutter and dullness that
may have accumulated over the weeks. I’ll sink-wash
your dishes as we discuss your home’s needs. Then I
move to the master bath, tidy it up, wipe dry. When
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the downsizing of your current possessions to more
easily move into a smaller home. With your help, we
can help to organize your move. We can organize
and clean for the deceased in lieu of having the be-
reaved needing to do the preparation to sell or rent
the deceased’s home. We are absolutely not judgmen-
tal; we’ve seen and done “worse” than your job as-
signment. With your help, can we please help you?
ChestnutCleaning.com (11/11/20-26)
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practical approach entails a therapeutic alliance
that is affirming, empathic, and interactive. To talk
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location. 773-404-8161. Michael@BlandTherapy.

HOME IMPROVEMENT & PAINTING
DECK MAINTENANCE AND STAINING.
We Make Holes In
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Carpentry, Tile Backsplashes, Painting. “Av” with
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SERVICES AVAILABLE
Traffic Tickets? DUI? We can help! Torres Legal
Services, LLC email: rtorres.esq@gmail.com telephone:
(773) 251-8267

@windycitytimes
@windycitytimes
/windycitymediagroup
WINDY CITY TIMES

COMMUNITY CALENDAR

[NOTE: Events may not occur because of compliance with guidelines connected with the COVID-19 outbreak. Please contact the venue if interested in a particular event to see if said event is still scheduled.]

**Wed., Sept. 16**

The Midwest LGBTQ+ Health Symposium 2020 Virtual Conference "Being Healthy is a Radical Act" a conceptual framework to explore the health and wellness of LGBTQ+ communities. healthcare professionals, social service providers, advocates, and researchers will highlight innovative best practices in LGBTQ+ patient-centered clinical care. Starting 8 a.m., and continuing Sept. 17 at 4 p.m. Visit https://howardbrown.org/event/2020-midwest-lgbtq-health-symposium/.

Living Room Chats at Affinity

Brave

Wed., Sept. 16

7:00pm. http://affinity95.org

http://affinity95.org/communityservices

**Thursday, Sept. 17**

Down the Lesbian Music Memory Lane

Old Lesbians Organizing for Change, panel discussion with panel of women’s music legends as they discuss how they got started in women’s music, what they are doing today, experiences with touring, festivals, activism, Lesbian issues. Alice Dobkin, singer/songwriter, writer; Gaye Adegbalola, West African traveling poet, storyteller, musician; Jamie Anderson, musician, Teacher, author June Millington, ounder, IMA and rock musician Margie Adam, inger, songwriter, pianist Maria Coza; bilingual lead vocalist for Azucar Con Ache, choral director; Melanie DeMore, singer/songwriter, composer, conductor; vocal activist 1:00pm

Online Tickets: http://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0ucO-oqz8iH9d-MmMmAgPEOEcAYVu21F07

WERQ! LGBTQ Job Fair Center on Halsted and Brave Space Alliance. Last year, more than 50 major corporations, small businesses, government agencies and nonprofits participated. Admission to break-out rooms is first come first serve. Sessions will be 10 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1-3 p.m. on Sept. 17-18. Zoom virtual platform: http://www.centeronhalsted.org/werq-job-fair.html

**Saturday, Sept. 19**

Rosh Hashanah Shofar pop-ups and other events Jewish spiritual community Mishkan Chicago creating unique programming for Jewish New Year amid the pandemic. Shofar pop-ups and participants are invited to a socially distant, immersive ritual of Taslich, where Jews symbolically cast-off past mistakes and bad vibes by tossing pebbles into local bodies of water. See site for more events. 5:00pm Tickets: http://MishkanChicago.org/shabbat-holidays/high-holidays

Craft Brews at Lincoln Park Zoo LGBTQ+ POC event. Hosted by Lincoln Park Zoo and Lou Dog Events! Beer-tasting stations will be hosted outdoors 6:30pm - 10:30pm. Lincoln Park Zoo, 2001 N Clark St., Chicago Tickets: http://www.meetup.com/Color-Chicago/

**Sunday, Sept. 20**

PFLAG DuPage monthly meeting League of Women Voters Naperville (LWVN) followed by monthly support circle. Contact PFLAGDuPage@gmail.com for access code. 2:00pm. See PFLAGDuPage.org.

**Thursday, Sept. 24**

Reeling 2020 38th Chicago LGBTQ+ International Film Festival. Reeling is the second longest-running film festival of its kind in the U.S. and prides itself on showcasing the best LGBTQ+ films of international feature films to social issue documentaries to experimental shorts, Reeling has always presented a range of genres that demonstrates the rich diversity of work being produced. Through Oct. 4, 12:00pm, http://ReelingFilmFestival.org

TPAN’s Dining Out for Life virtual event Order in, get carry-out, or dine at participating restaurants to support the local restaurants that have stood by Chicago’s LGBTQ and HIV-affected communities over the years. Dine and donate, and then today tune into an evening of online entertainment hosted by Kiki Queens, Chicago’s only live-singing charity drag troupe 11:00pm. http://dining-outforlife.com/chicago

**Saturday, Sept. 26**

Artemis Singers 40th-anniversary panel Artemis Singers was the first women’s singing ensemble in the U.S. to explicitly identify as a lesbian feminist chorus. Registration required 3:30pm - 5:00pm

2020 Illinois LGBTQ+ Business Summit virtual LGBT Chamber of Commerce of Illinois panels, professional development and networking opportunities. Order lunch or dinner from any of these 3 restaurants on Sept. 24, and be reimbursed up to $10 for your purchase (1 per person) 1:00pm - 4:00pm Zoom http://glchamber.chambermaster.com/event-registration/register/4260

**DISH NETWORK**

**Thursday, Sept. 24**

The Dearborn co-owner Amy Lawless is among the co-chairs for this year’s Dining Out for Life.

Photo by Ed Negron

**KYLE’S BED & BREAKFAST**

by Greg Fox

CARE FOR A TOSS, BRAH?

I’M DONE MOWIN’ THE LAWN, SG. OKAY.

UNLESS YOU’RE TOO BUSY WITH YOUR GROUNDSKEEPER DUTIES.

LACROSSE TOSST

SHORTLY...

I’M NEVER SEEN WHAT’S INSIDE THERE.

AND HE WOULDN’T GO FOR IT?

HE SAID IT WOULD COST TOO MUCH.

AND BRAH & I WILL DO ALL THE LABOR.

AND BRAD & I WOULD PAY FOR THE MATERIALS...

SO HE CAN GET HIS TENNIS RACQUET NECK AGAIN.

WHY WOULD YOU DO THAT, PRICE?

ISN’T IT OBVIOUS? HE WANTS TO STAY BUSY.

HARDLY LANCE THIS IS SIMPLY A CREATIVE WAY TO STAY BUSY.

AND IT WOULDN’T COST YOU A DIME. I CAN GET THE MATERIALS...

...AND BRAD BELIEVES WE COULD PAY FOR THE MATERIALS...

AND BRAH THOUGHT IT WOULDN’T COST YOU A DIME. SO HE CAN GET HIS TENNIS RACQUET NECK AGAIN.

WHY WOULD YOU DO THAT, PRICE?

MAYBE I HAD NO IDEA HOW CAVERNOUS IT WAS IN HERE.

AND NOT BEFORE WE BROKE UP WITH HIM.

MY GOODNESS. I WASN’T AWARE.

YOU WOULD NEVER THINK IT.

HE SAID HE WOULD...
'The Best of Cher' on DVD
Time Life will release The Best of Cher on DVD was released Sept. 15. The SRP is $99.95.
The Best of Cher brings together Cher's life in the spotlight across two volumes and nine DVDs, as well as a collectible lookbook featuring Bob Mackie's original wardrobe sketches.
Volume one (five DVDs) includes 10 episodes of her variety show, Cher (showing her perform with Ray Charles, Charo and even The Muppets) along with exclusive new interviews with Cher, Designer Bob Mackie, comedy icon Lily Tomlin and Cher executive producer George Schlatter; TV appearances on The Dick Cavett Show and Dinah; and a newly produced featurette, "Cher: Then & Now."
Volume two (four DVDs) features TV specials from the '70s: Cher ... Special (1978) and Cher ... and Other Fantasies (1979); two concerts in Las Vegas, live from the Mirage (1991) and MGM Grand (1999); the full-length documentary Dear Mom, Love Cher, offering a rare peek into Cher's family history; and bonus features, including a 2018 appearance on The Late, Late Show with James Corden.

Jeff Awards to be online this fall
The 52nd annual Jeff Awards, recognizing theater excellence among Equity theater productions, will be presented this fall as an online program.
In preparation for this program, the 2020 Equity nominations will be publicly announced Tuesday, Sept. 15, along with the date when the program will be available.
Chicago Equity theater company productions eligible for 2020 Jeff Awards were staged from Aug. 1, 2019 through March 13, 2020. Traditionally, the Equity season extends through July 31. However, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the eligibility period ended with the theater community's cancellation of shows after March 13.
During the shortened 2020 season, Jeff Awards members attended 78 of productions of eligible Equity theaters. (In an average season, members attend approximately 130 Equity theater performances.) Of the 2020 season, approximately 80% were designated as "recommended."

Left: The Best of Cher.
Courtesy of Michael Krause/Foundry Communications
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